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1. Introduction
The study of gauge-theory scattering amplitudes at the multi-loop level is central to precision
collider physics, as well as to the fundamental understanding of these theories. A salient property
of gauge-theory scattering amplitudes is the presence of infrared singularities. Understanding the
origin and structure of these singularities is essential for cross-section calculations, where one
of the biggest challenges is the intricate cancellation of the singularities between virtual and real
corrections. For sufficiently inclusive quantities, this knowledge can be translated into all-order
resummation of various towers of logarithms. From a more theoretical perspective, understanding
the singularity structure of amplitudes is interesting since it provides deep insight into all-order
properties of amplitudes and their iterative structure. Indeed, one of the main features of infrared
singularities is that they exponentiate, and can thus be encoded into an anomalous dimension. The
latter can be computed from the ultraviolet singularities of correlators of semi-infinite Wilson line
operators [1–7]. Infrared singularities are therefore simpler than finite corrections, and they feature
a transparent iterative structure which is similar across different gauge theories.
Further insight into the all-order structure of scattering amplitudes may be gained by consid-
ering special kinematic limits, where new factorization properties arise. The simplification owing
to special kinematic limits may render both infrared-divergent and finite terms computable to high
loop orders, and potentially even to all orders. For example, the high-energy (Regge) limit of
two-parton scattering (forward scattering with s −t) lends itself to an effective description in
terms infinite Wilson lines [8, 9], or alternatively in terms of Reggeized gluons propagating in
transverse space, i.e. in 2−2ε dimensions. The wavefunction describing Reggeised gluons admits
a rapidity evolution equation, the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) equation and its gen-
eralizations [10–20], making it possible to sum up high-energy logarithms to all orders [21–23].
Another example where major simplifications occur are collinear limits of multileg amplitudes.
Specifically, one may identify a relation between an n-parton amplitude in which two partons are
collinear and an (n−1)-parton amplitude, where the collinear divergences in the former are factor-
ized into a splitting amplitude. The universality of the splitting amplitude translates into constraints
on both the finite and infrared-divergent parts of amplitudes.
Infrared singularities have been studied in QCD for many decades for processes involving two
partons and any number of colour singlet particles [24–31]. The singularity structure of amplitudes
involving several partons has been examined more recently, in both the massless [8, 9, 21, 32–
52] and massive [53–72] cases. In ref. [73] the multileg soft anomalous dimension for massless
particles has been determined at three-loop order. This diagrammatic calculation was reviewed
in ref. [74]. The present talk concerns primarily the properties of three-loop soft anomalous di-
mension following ref. [75]. We begin by briefly reviewing the factorization and exponentiation
properties of soft singularities, followed by a description of the general structure of the soft anoma-
lous dimension. Next, rather than analysing the three-loop result directly, we will present general
considerations allowing one to identify the relevant kinematic variables and the class of iterated
integrals in terms of which the result can be written. Subsequently, we will examine the two kine-
matic limits mentioned above, where information regarding soft singularities can be deduced using
other methods. Considering the high-energy limit we will summarise recent conclusions regarding
soft singularities based on rapidity evolution equations according to Refs. [22, 23]. Finally, we will
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discuss the bootstrap procedure of ref. [75], which showed that, quite remarkably, it is possible to
start with a completely general ansatz of basis functions, and recover the three-loop result of [73],
up to an overall normalization factor, by imposing symmetry considerations along with properties
of the singularities in the collinear and high-energy limits.
2. Factorization and exponentiation of soft singularities
The most important fact about infrared singularities is that they can be factorized: the sin-
gularities emerge from soft or collinear modes, which do not resolve many details of the process
associated with highly virtual particles, and therefore factorize. Our interest in this talk is in scat-
tering of massless quarks and gluons, which means that there are collinear singularities, in addition
to soft ones. In fixed-angle factorization we consider all the hard scales in the problem, si j, to be
much larger than the QCD scale Λ2:
si j = 2pi · p j = 2βi ·β j Q2 Λ2 ,
where the 4-velocity vector βi is proportional to the momentum pi, having extracted an overall hard
scale factor Q. Infrared singularities emerge from soft and collinear regions, which are captured
by separate soft and jet functions. The amplitude for n parton scattering in d = 4− 2ε spacetime
dimensions assumes the factorised form [27, 35–37, 40, 41, 44]
An({pi},ε,αs) =S ({βi},{Ti},ε,αs)Hn({pi},{ni},ε,αs)
n
∏
i=1
J(pi,ni,ε,αs)
J (βi,ni,ε,αs)
, (2.1)
where dependence on colour degrees of freedom is shown in terms of colour operators Ti for each
particle i, αs is the d-dimensional running coupling,Hn is a process-dependent hard function that
is finite as ε → 0, and S ({βi},{Ti},ε,αs) and J(pi,ni,ε,αs) are the soft and jet functions that
collect infrared singularities originating from emissions that are soft and collinear to particle i
respectively. The function J (βi,ni,ε,αs) in (2.1) removes the double counting of soft-collinear
divergences accounted for in bothS and J.
For our discussion the soft functionS will be most important, since only this function involves
singularities depending on the colour and kinematic degrees of freedom of several partons, and
as such becomes significantly more complicated in multileg scattering beyond the planar limit
as compared to two-parton scattering, or indeed the planar limit in multileg scattering. The soft
function can be defined and computed using a correlator of products of semi-infinite Wilson lines,
emanating from the point of the hard interaction:
S ({βi},{Ti},ε,αs) =
〈
0
∣∣T[Φβ1 Φβ2 . . .Φβn]∣∣0〉 , (2.2)
where T[· · · ] represents a time-ordered product and
Φβi =P exp
[
iµεgsTai
∫ ∞
0
dsβi ·Aa(sβi)
]
(2.3)
is a Wilson-line operator along a trajectory of the ith parton. The soft function therefore depends
on the angles between the lines. It also has a non-trivial colour structure which acts as a matrix
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in colour space on the hard interaction. The jets, in turn, are colour singlet and hence simple:
collinear singularities do not depend on the colour flow of the other partons and they depend on the
momentum of a single parton.
The next essential property of infrared singularities is that they exponentiate. This can be
shown most easily by establishing that the soft function (and similarly the jet function) admits a
renormalization-group equation, whose solution is a path-ordered exponential. Upon combining
the singular factors in eq. (2.1), the factorized amplitude may be expressed as [43, 44, 74]
An
({pi},ε,αs(µ2))= Zn ({pi},{Ti},ε,αs(µ2f ))Hn({pi}, µ fµ ,ε,αs(µ2)
)
, (2.4)
where the factor Zn, which captures all the singularities, is a matrix in colour-flow space, and can
be written as
Zn
({pi},{Ti},ε,αs(µ2f ))=P exp
{
−1
2
∫ µ2f
0
dλ 2
λ 2
Γn
({pi},{Ti},λ ,αs(λ 2))} , (2.5)
where µ2f is a factorization scale,P denotes path-ordering and Γn is the so-called soft anomalous
dimension. The latter encodes all infrared singularities, order by order in the perturbative expan-
sion. It is itself a finite quantity, and the singularities in eq. (2.5) are generated by integrating
over the d-dimensional coupling from zero momentum. In the rest of the talk I will focus on the
kinematics and colour dependence of the soft anomalous dimension Γn.
3. The structure of the soft anomalous dimension
At one loop a single gluon may be exchanged between any of the Wilson lines in (2.2), lead-
ing to a very simple structure in Γn: it is just a sum over colour dipoles, Ti ·T j in colour space,
multiplied by the logarithm of the corresponding kinematic invariant si j. Remarkably, it turns
out that this dipole sum formula generalises to two-loops. This was first observed in an explicit
computation [40] demonstrating that potential three-particle correlations were absent at this order;
subsequently it was explained [41–43] to be a direct consequence of the factorisation formula,
eq. (2.1), together with invariance under rescaling of the four-velocities {βi}. Invariance of the soft
function alone is broken for lightlike Wilson lines due to the appearance of collinear singularities.
It is restored however, upon dividing by the eikonal jets, thus linking the breakdown of scale in-
variance in the soft function to the jet function, and hence to the cusp anomalous dimension (see
ref. [41]). These considerations lead to a differential equation for the soft anomalous dimension,
whose minimal solution up to three-loop order is the so-called dipole formula [41–43],
Γdip.n ({pi},{Ti},µ,αs) =−
1
2
γ̂K(αs)∑
i< j
log
(−si j− i0
µ2
)
Ti ·T j +
n
∑
i=1
γJi(αs). (3.1)
Here γ̂K is the cusp anomalous dimension [5, 7, 76], with the quadratic Casimir of the representation
of the Wilson lines scaled out (see discussion below regarding the violation of Casimir scaling
beyond three loops); γJi is an anomalous dimension associated with hard collinear singularities,
and is also known to three-loop order for both quark and gluon jets [52, 77].
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Refs. [41–43] identified two classes of potential corrections to the soft anomalous dimension
going beyond the dipole formula of eq. (3.1). The first is related to the fact that eq. (3.1) contains
the cusp anomalous dimension with all colour dependence scaled out, thus assuming that Casimir
scaling holds to all orders. In fact, this breaks for the first time at four-loop order due to the
appearance of new colour structures, quartic Casimirs, as has very recently been shown explicitly
in refs. [78–81]. This implies that the form of eq. (3.1) will have to be modified beyond three
loops [41–43]. The second source of corrections starts already at three loops, and constitutes a
homogeneous solution to the differential equation for the soft anomalous dimension derived in
ref. [41]. This implies dependence on kinematics only through conformally invariant cross ratios
ρi jkl ≡ (−si j)(−skl)
(−sik)(−s jl) =
(βi ·β j)(βk ·βl)
(βi ·βk)(β j ·βl) , (3.2)
such that the complete soft anomalous dimension through three-loop order assumes the form
Γn({pi},{Ti},µ,αs) = Γdip.n ({pi},{Ti},µ,αs)+∆n({ρi jkl},{Ti},αs) , (3.3)
where the correction
∆n({ρi jkl},{Ti},αs) =
( αs
4pi
)3
∆(3)n ({ρi jkl},{Ti})+O(α4s ) (3.4)
begins at three-loop order. Whether or not it is nonzero at this order remained conjectural for a
number of years [21, 46–50]. Recently, however, it was calculated in ref. [73]. Before we quote
its form, let us note that for any given four particles {i, j,k, l}, there are potentially 24 cross ratios.
However, eq. (3.2) implies
ρi jkl = ρ jilk = ρkli j = ρlk ji, (3.5)
which reduces the number of cross ratios to 6. In fact, further relations such as
ρi jkl =
1
ρik jl
, ρi jlkρilk j = ρi jkl (3.6)
can be used to write all the cross ratios in terms of just 2 independent cross ratios, which can be
taken to be {ρi jkl,ρilk j}. The explicit form of the three-loop correction to the dipole formula can
then be written
∆(3)n
({
ρi jkl
}
,{Ti}
)
= 16 fabe fcde
{
−C
n
∑
i=1
∑
1≤ j<k≤n
j,k 6=i
{
Tai ,T
d
i
}
TbjT
c
k (3.7)
+ ∑
1≤i< j<k<l≤n
[
Tai T
b
jT
c
kT
d
l F (ρik jl,ρil jk)+T
a
i T
b
kT
c
jT
d
l F (ρi jkl,ρilk j)+T
a
i T
b
l T
c
jT
d
kF (ρi jlk,ρikl j)
]}
,
where
C = ζ5+2ζ2ζ3, (3.8)
and the explicit form of the function F can be most elegantly written by introducing variables
{zi jkl, z¯i jkl} satisfying
zi jkl z¯i jkl = ρi jkl, (1− zi jkl)(1− z¯i jkl) = ρilk j. (3.9)
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With these definitions, one has
F (ρi jkl,ρilk j) = F(1− zi jkl)−F(zi jkl), (3.10)
where
F(z) =L10101(z)+2ζ2[L001(z)+L100(z)]. (3.11)
The functionLw(z) (where w is a word composed of zeroes and ones) is a single-valued harmonic
polylogarithm (SVHPL) [82].
4. Single-valued harmonic polylogarithms and the Riemann sphere
The single-valued harmonic polylogarithms (SVHPLs) [82–84] used to express the result in
eq. (3.11) are special combinations of harmonic polylogarithms [83] that are free of discontinuities,
and thus single-valued, in the kinematic region where z¯ is equal to the complex conjugate of z.
This region is a subset of the so-called Euclidean region, where all Mandelstam invariants are
spacelike with si j < 0. Unitarity of massless scattering amplitudes dictates that they can only have
singularities due to the vanishing of Mandelstam invariants, which do not occur in the Euclidean
region of fixed angle scattering. Thus, single-valuedness of the function F reflects directly the
analytic structure of the underlying amplitude.
It is remarkable that such a fundamental physics principle dictates the specific class of func-
tions in terms of which the result for the soft anomalous dimension is expressed. This also provides
the starting point for the bootstrap approach [75], namely determining the result by constraining
an ansatz, as an alternative to computing it directly. Ref. [75] started by explaining the geometrical
origin of the kinematic dependence through the variables in eq. (3.9) and then how the class of
weight-five SVHPLs of these variables can be identified as the relevant functions at three loops.
Let us briefly review these considerations.
The correlator of Wilson lines in eq. (2.2) defining the soft function is invariant under rescaling
of individual Wilson-line velocity vectors, βi→ κiβi, and one can therefore fix the value of β 2i at
will, without affecting the correlator. Upon considering all velocity vectors timelike and future
pointing, and choosing a common value for β 2i for all i, one concludes that the kinematics is
completely determined by a set of n points in three-dimensional hyperbolic space H3, namely the
locus of all coordinates
β µ : (β 0)2− (β 1)2− (β 2)2− (β 3)2 = R2, β 0 > 0, (4.1)
for some constant R, as illustrated in fig. 1 (left). Feynman integrals are known to evaluate to it-
erated integrals, but the class of iterated integrals depending on n points on H3 is yet to be fully
understood. The situation is simpler however upon considering the lightlike limit relevant to mass-
less scattering. Parametrizing the velocity vectors by
βi =
(
1+
r2i + ziz¯i
4
,
zi+ z¯i
2
,
zi− z¯i
2i
, 1− r
2
i + ziz¯i
4
)
(4.2)
where β 2i = r2i and zi and z¯i are complex conjugates, the hyperbolic 3-space is represented by the
so-called upper half space model, H3 ' R2×R+. Now we can consider the lightlike limit, ri→ 0,
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Figure 1: Left – the non-lightlike case: an illustration of the hyperbolic space (in one dimension less)
with β 0 as the vertical axis, pierced by the n velocity vectors; Right – the lightlike case: the kinematics is
described by n points on a Riemann sphere, which is the boundary of the aforementioned hyperbolic space.
corresponding to the boundary of the aforementioned hyperbolic space. The velocity vector is then
represented by a point on a Riemann sphere parametrized by the complex variable zi. We thus see
that while for massive scattering the kinematics is described by a configuration of n points on H3,
in massless scattering it is described by a configuration of n points on a Riemann sphere, illustrated
in fig. 1 (right). The class of iterated integrals on the latter space,M0,n, is well understood [85], as
we now briefly discuss.
Let us first examine the relevant kinematic variables. In the coordinate system of (4.2) the
product of two velocity vectors is given by
2βi ·β j = |zi− z j|2+ r2i + r2j
ri,r j→0−−−−→ |zi− z j|2 , (4.3)
so in the lightlike limit, conformally invariant cross ratios (3.2) are given by
ρi jkl =
(βi ·β j)(βk ·βl)
(βi ·βk)(β j ·βl)
ri,r j,rk,rl→0−−−−−−−→ |zi jkl|2 = zi jkl z¯i jkl , with zi jkl ≡ (zi− z j)(zk− zl)
(zi− zk)(z j− zl) . (4.4)
Furthermore, we can use the symmetries of the sphere, namely an SL(2,C) invariance, to fix the
positions of three of the n points. Specifically, considering a subset of four Wilson lines {i, j,k, l},
one may choose
zi = zi jkl, z j = 0, zk = ∞, zl = 1, (4.5)
so that the only nontrivial position zi on the Riemann sphere may be identified with the variable of
eqs. (3.9). Specifically, three-loops webs span up to four Wilson lines (see [70, 73, 74]), so it is clear
at the outset that the functionF can only depend on one complex variable, zi jkl , independently of
the number of scattered particles n.
Having identified the kinematic variables, we may use the fact that the nature of iterated in-
tegrals on the space of configurations of n points on the sphere, M0,n is completely known: they
can always be expressed as linear combinations of products of multiple polylogarithms, and the
6
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coefficients of this linear combination are rational functions [85]. At this point we can use further
considerations to restrict the class of functions (see ref. [75] for further details):
• The physical restriction of having strictly no branch points in the Euclidean region, where all
si j < 0, selects the class of single valued polylogarithms.
• Given that three-loops webs span up to four Wilson lines the relevant functions depend
on a single (complex) variable zi jkl . This uniquely identifies them as single-valued har-
monic polylogarithms. This is because singularities appear only when two of the points
coincide, e.g. zi → z j, corresponding to collinear limits; this dictates the symbol alphabet:{
zi jkl, z¯i jkl,1− zi jkl,1− z¯i jkl
}
.
• While a priori both the polylogarithms and their rational coefficients depend on the kinematic
variables zi jkl , the fact the three-loop ∆
(3)
n is the same in all gauge theories, along with the
conjectural property thatN = 4 amplitudes (in the maximally-helicity-violating sector) are
pure functions of uniform (maximal) weight, leads to the expectation thatF should be pure
and of uniform weight 5.
Having identified the relevant functions it is possible to set up a bootstrap procedure, as was done
in ref. [75]. We will describe this after reviewing the available information from the high-energy
and collinear limits.
5. Soft singularities in the high-energy limit
One of the most important and theoretically interesting limits to consider is the high-energy
limit of parton scattering where the centre-of-mass energy s is much larger than the momentum
transfer −t, see refs. [8, 9, 21–23, 32, 47, 48, 86–89]. Specifically, let us focus here on nearly
forward 2→ 2 parton scattering, which can be scattering of two gluons, two (anti-) quarks, or a
gluon and an (anti-) quark. At tree-level this limit is dominated by the t-channel gluon-exchange
diagram. At higher orders in perturbation theory it is corrected by large logarithms that, to leading
logarithmic accuracy, simply exponentiate by modifying the t-channel gluon propagator according
to
1
t
→ 1
t
(
s
−t
)α(t)
, (5.1)
dubbed “Gluon Reggeization”, where α(t) is the gluon Regge trajectory, which is infrared-singular.
Gluon Reggeization can be extended to next-to-leading logarithms (NLL) for the real part of the
amplitude by including O(α2s ) corrections in the trajectory and in addition introducing impact fac-
tors that describe the interaction of the Reggeized gluon with the target and the projectile. These
impact factors depend on the scattered particle and on the momentum transfer −t, but are indepen-
dent of the energy. This factorization is represented by diagram (a) in fig. 2, and is referred to as
Regge-pole high-energy factorization.
The infrared singularity structure implied by gluon Reggeization according to eqs. (5.1) and
its extension to NLL for the real part of the amplitude, is fully consistent with soft-gluon exponen-
tiation where the soft anomalous dimension is taken to be the dipole formula of eq. (3.1). However,
7
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. . .
Di Djαg
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: From left to right, exchange of one, two and three Reggeized gluons, respectively. We draw the
Reggeized gluons as double wavy lines. Single Reggeon exchange in the first diagram contributes at LL
accuracy to the real part of the amplitude, while two-Reggeon exchange in the second diagram contributes
at NLL accuracy to the imaginary part. Last, three Reggeons exchange starts contributing to the real part
at NNLL accuracy. The shaded blobs in the first and second diagram account for single- and two-Reggeon
impact factors, which give additional contributions at subleading logarithmic accuracy to these diagrams.
this simple picture does not extend beyond NLL due to multiple Reggeized gluon exchange, which
forms Regge cuts.
The possibility to compute directly logarithmically-enhanced terms associated with multiple
Reggeized gluons exchange in partonic scattering is an important theoretical development of the re-
cent years, starting with the seminal paper of Simon Caron-Huot [21]. In this framework Reggeized
gluons are sourced by the logarithm of an infinite Wilson-line operator along the trajectory of the
target or projectile, defined at a given point in the (2− 2ε) dimensional transverse space. These
effective degrees of freedom are governed by rapidity evolution equations, namely BFKL and its
non-linear generalizations by Balitsky-JIMWLK [10–20], which can be solved order-by-order in
perturbation theory [22, 23].
Considering the real part of the amplitude at NNLL accuracy, Regge-cut contributions were
computed explicitly in ref. [22] through three loops (see also [90, 91]). At this order one encounters
a couple of new effects including the evolution of a state consisting of three Reggeized gluons and
the mixing between the latter and a single Reggeized gluon, as shown in fig. 3. Once this mixing
is taken into account one can also define the three-loop gluon Regge trajectory [22] (the latter is
known inN = 4 super Yang-Mills thanks to the computation of the amplitude in ref. [92], but not
in QCD).
The imaginary part of the amplitude is affected already at NLL accuracy by Regge cuts due to
the exchange of two Reggeized gluons [21] (see also [47, 48, 87–89, 93]) which form the famous
BFKL ladder graphs shown in diagram (b) in fig. 2. The corresponding infrared singularities were
computed very recently to all orders in perturbation theory [23].
Let us now summarise the state-of-the-art knowledge of infrared singularities in the high-
energy limit of 2→ 2 QCD scattering according to refs. [22, 23]. To this end we write the soft
anomalous dimension in this limit by collecting towers of increasing logarithmic accuracy as fol-
8
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Figure 3: Three loop contributions associated with 1→ 3, 3→ 1 and 3→ 3 Reggeized gluon exchanges.
These contributions were evaluated in Ref. [22].
lows:
Γ(αs) = ΓLL (αs,L)+ΓNLL (αs,L)+ΓNNLL (αs,L)+ . . . (5.2)
where ΓNkLL collects all terms with αns Ln−k. We choose the high-energy logarithm, L, to be of even
signature (i.e. symmetric under u to s exchange):
L =
1
2
(
ln
−s− i0
−t + ln
−u− i0
−t
)
= ln
∣∣∣s
t
∣∣∣− ipi
2
, (5.3)
so that terms with odd (even) signature in the amplitude are real (imaginary) (see section 2 in
ref. [22]). Given that the tree-level hard amplitude is itself odd, real (imaginary) terms in the soft
anomalous dimension are even (odd). The leading-logarithmic anomalous dimension is one-loop
exact,
ΓLL (αs,L) =
αs
pi
LT2t , (5.4)
and the real part of the NLL one is two-loop exact:
Γ(+)NLL =
αs
pi
2
∑
i=1
(
γ̂(1)K
2
Ci log
−t
λ 2
+2γ(1)Ji
)
+
(αs
pi
)2 γ̂(2)K
2
LT2t , (5.5)
as can be seen from eq. (3.1) (the coefficients of the cusp and collinear anomalous dimensions are
summarised in Appendix A of ref. [22]). The full soft anomalous dimension at NLL in the high-
energy limit, ΓNLL, also has a signature-odd imaginary part, Γ
(−)
NLL. At one loop it can be deduced
from eq. (3.1) (see refs. [47, 48, 88, 89, 93]),
Γ(−)NLL = ipi
αs
pi
T2s −T2u
2
+O(α4s ) , (5.6)
but it also receives corrections starting at four loops [21]. These have recently been computed to
all orders in ref. [23]:
Γ(−)NLL = ipi
αs
pi
G
(αs
pi
L
) T2s −T2u
2
, (5.7)
where
G(x)≡
∞
∑
l=1
G(l)xl−1 with G(l) ≡ 1
(l−1)!
[
(CA−T2t )
2
]l−1 (
1− CA
CA−T2t
R(ε)
)−1∣∣∣∣∣
ε l−1
(5.8)
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and where
R(ε) =
Γ3(1− ε)Γ(1+ ε)
Γ(1−2ε) −1 =−2ζ3 ε
3−3ζ4 ε4−6ζ5ε5−
(
10ζ6−2ζ 23
)
ε6+O(ε7) . (5.9)
We can see that new colour structures emerge at higher orders, depending on T2t and CA. It is not
surprising that the result has maximal weight at any order, as it applies toN = 4 super Yang-Mills.
What is interesting, and unusual, is that this anomalous dimension sums up to an entire function
of the coupling times the logarithm, so it has an infinite radius of convergence – this is due to the
factorial suppression of the coefficients in eq. (5.8). We refer the interested reader to ref. [23] for
further details.
At the next logarithmic order, NNLL, three-loop results are known explicitly [22]:
Γ(+)NNLL =O(α
4
s ) ; Γ
(−)
NNLL = ipi
[
ζ3
4
(CA−T2t )2
(αs
pi
)3
L+O(α4s )
]
T2s −T2u
2
, (5.10)
but higher orders remain so far unknown. The fact that the real part, Γ(+)NNLL, vanishes at three
loops was deduced from the computation [22] based on Balitsky-JIMWLK equation. In other
words, at this logarithmic order the rapidity evolution equation reproduces precisely the poles that
are generated by the dipole formula of eq. (3.1). This was shown to be consistent with the result
for the three-loop soft anomalous dimension [73], which does not produce any new contributions
proportional to L1 upon taking the high-energy limit. The non-vanishing imaginary value Γ(−)NNLL
quoted in eq. (5.10) was deduced by taking the high-energy limit of the soft anomalous dimension
of ref. [73]; a corresponding direct computation in the high-energy limit at this order would require
accounting for the exchange of four Reggeised gluons.
To summarise: we have seen that significant progress was achieved recently in our ability
to compute logarithmic corrections in the high-energy limit of 2→ 2 scattering associated with
the exchange of multiple Reggeized gluons by iteratively solving the BFKL and JIMWLK rapid-
ity evolution equations. The interplay between the exponentiation of soft singularities owing to
infrared factorization and the exponentiation of high-energy logarithms by means of rapidity evo-
lution equations has proven to be highly insightful in both directions. Specifically, at three loops,
the absence of logarithmically enhanced contributions with α3s Lk for any k ≥ 1 for the real part,
and any k ≥ 2 in the imaginary part, provides a very strong constraint on the structure of the soft
anomalous dimension.
6. Collinear limits
Next, let us consider the collinear limit of an n-parton amplitude following refs. [43, 46, 75].
This is the limit where two of the external hard partons become collinear. In general, this limit gives
rise to another factorization property we have not discussed so far: this is the so-called collinear or
splitting-amplitude factorization.
Working in the kinematic region where all n coloured particles carrying momenta {pk} are
outgoing, we consider the limit in which two of these partons, i and j, become collinear. In this
limit si j = 2pi · p j → 0, resulting in kinematic divergences proportional to 1/si j. It is well known
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that for final-state collinear partons1 these divergences factorise [96–99], such that one may write
An(p1, p2,{p j};µ,ε,αs) 1‖2−−→ Sp(p1, p2,T1,T2;µ,ε,αs)An−1(P,{p j},µ,ε,αs). (6.1)
Without loss of generality, we have taken particles 1 and 2 collinear, where {p j}, j = 3 . . .n denotes
the set of remaining momenta. The right-hand side contains the (n−1)-particle amplitude in which
the momenta p1 and p2 are replaced by the sum P = p1 + p2, multiplied by a universal splitting
function Sp, which collects all singular contributions to the amplitude due to particles 1 and 2
becoming collinear. A central property of the splitting amplitude Sp is that it depends only on
Figure 4: Left: An n parton amplitude (in this case n = 4) with p1 nearly collinear to p2; Right: The same,
factorized into a corresponding (n− 1) parton amplitude where partons 1 and 2 have been replaced by a
single particle carrying momentum P = p1+ p2 and colour charge T= T1+T2, times a splitting amplitude
describing the collinear pair.
the degrees of freedom (momenta, colour and helicities) of the collinear particles, and is entirely
independent of the rest of the process.
It can be shown that the singularities of the splitting amplitude are controlled by an anomalous
dimension which is the difference between the soft anomalous dimensions of the n parton amplitude
and the (n−1) one [43, 46, 75]:
ΓSp(p1, p2,T1,T2,µ f ,αs(µ2f ))
≡ Γn(p1, p2,{p j},T1,T2,{T j},µ f ,αs(µ2f ))−Γn−1(P,{p j},T,{T j},µ f ,αs(µ2f )) .
(6.2)
Given that the quantity on the left-hand side of this equation depends manifestly on the quantum
numbers of partons 1 and 2 only, this must also be true for the right-hand side. At the level of the
dipole formula ΓSp can be computed and upon using colour conservation it immediately satisfies the
requirement that it only involves the degrees of freedom of the collinear pair. At three loops there
is potential for this to break down, since there are diagrams that explicitly correlate the collinear
pair and the rest of the process, as illustrated in fig. 5. This leads to an important constraint on the
∆n in eq. (3.3), namely that the difference
∆(3)Sp (T1,T2) =
[
∆(3)n ({ρi jkl},T1,T2,{T j})−∆(3)n−1({ρi jkl},T,{T j})
]
p1‖p2
(6.3)
1In the case of a space-like splitting, factorisation is violated [94, 95].
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Figure 5: As in fig. 4, but where the the collinear pair interacts with the rest of the process via a three-loop
web, that on the face of it, could violate collinear factorization. In effect, such a violation does not occur
(when all partons are ourgoing) owing to intricate cancellations involving colour conservation.
can only depend on the quantum numbers of the two particles that are becoming collinear. Note
that the right-hand side of eq. (6.3) is evaluated in the limit where p1 and p2 have become collinear.
Since ∆(3)Sp (T1,T2) is expected to be universal, it can be extracted from any n-point amplitude.
Special simplification occurs for n = 3, since in this case ∆(3)(n−1) vanishes and it follows that
∆(3)Sp (T1,T2) =
[
∆(3)3 (−T1−T2,T1,T2)−∆(3)2 (T1,T2)
]
p1‖p2
= ∆(3)3 (−T1−T2,T1,T2)
∣∣∣
p1‖p2
,
(6.4)
but since there are no conformally invariant cross ratios that one can form from three particle
momenta, the right-hand side evaluates to a constant.
Indeed, using the result of eqs. (3.7) through (3.11) we obtain:
∆(3)Sp = (∆
(3)
n −∆(3)n−1)
∣∣∣
1‖2
=−24
( αs
4pi
)3
(ζ5+2ζ2ζ3)
[
f abe f cde {Ta1,Tc1}
{
Tb2,T
d
2
}
+
1
2
C2AT1 ·T2
]
.
(6.5)
Note that ∆(3)n and ∆
(3)
n−1 are separately dependent on both colour and kinematics of the rest of the
process. Their difference reduces to (6.5) through intricate cancellations involving colour conser-
vation and an interplay between the constant C and kinematic-dependent function F . This can
be regarded as a highly non-trivial confirmation of the properties and universality of splitting am-
plitudes, as well as a check of the calculation itself. Conversely, the requirement that the right
hand side of eq. (6.3) only depends on the degrees of freedom of the collinear pair can be used
as a constraint on ∆(3)n as was done in ref. [75], feeding into the determination of this quantity by
bootstrap.
7. Bootstrapping the three-loop soft anomalous dimension
The bootstrap procedure of ref. [75] to determine the three-loop soft anomalous dimension
starts off with two ingredients. The first is the colour structure, which is known to be the set
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of fully-connected colour factors based on the non-Abelian exponentiation theorem for multiple
Wilson lines [70]. The second is the identification of the relevant class of functions as weight-five
SVMPLs as established in ref. [75] and briefly reviewed in section 4 above.
Considering the full set of connected colour factors, the most general form that ∆(3)n can take
is:
∆(3)n = ∑
{i, j,k,l}
fabe fcdeTai T
b
jT
c
kT
d
l Ai jkl + ∑
{i, j,k}
fabe fcde
{
Tai ,T
d
i
}
TbjT
c
k Bi jk
+ ∑
{i, j,k}
fabcTai T
b
jT
c
k Ci jk + ∑
{i, j}
fabe fcde
{
Tai ,T
d
i
}{
Tbj ,T
c
j
}
Di j + ∑
{i, j}
Ti ·T j Ei j ,
(7.1)
where the sums run over all sets {i, j, . . .} of distinct Wilson lines, and the coefficients Ai jkl , Bi jk etc.
are functions of the four-velocities of the Wilson lines entering each colour factor. Equation (7.1),
however, is still largely over-complete. First, it was shown in ref. [41–43] that colour tripoles
of the form fabcTai TbjTck are absent at any loop order (a corresponding kinematic function would
violate rescaling invariance) and so we must have Ci jk = 0 in eq. (7.1). Second, the soft anomalous
dimension, and hence ∆(3)n , depends on the colour generators subject to colour conservation, namely(
n
∑
i=1
Tai
)
Hn = 0 . (7.2)
In refs. [74, 100, 101] the role of colour conservation in the context of ∆(3)n was analysed in detail,
and a basis of colour structures that are independent after imposing eq. (7.2) was worked out. In
this basis the general ansatz takes the much simpler form:
∆(3)n = ∑
{i, j,k,l}
fabe fcdeTai T
b
jT
c
kT
d
l Ai jkl(ρik jl,ρil jk) −16C
n
∑
i=1
∑
1≤ j<k≤n
j,k 6=i
fabe fcde
{
Tai ,T
d
i
}
TbjT
c
k .
(7.3)
Finally, using Bose symmetry one can show that eq. (7.3) takes the form of eq. (3.7) withF given
by eq. (3.10), where we now regard F(z) as an unknown function and C as an unknown constant.
The next step is to write a general ansatz for these in terms of weight-five SVHPLs. A general
ansatz for F(z) consists of 32 weight-five SVHPLs, 8 weight-three SVHPLs multiplied by ζ2,
4 weight-two SVHPLs multiplied by ζ3, 2 weight-one SVHPLs multiplied by ζ4, and finally a
general linear combination of the 2 weight-five constants ζ5 and ζ2ζ3, all with rational prefactors.
This gives 48 distinct terms. Similarly, a general ansatz for the constant C consists of a general
linear combination of the 2 independent weight five multiple zeta values, with rational prefactors.
However, this naïve ansatz is overly large for two reasons. First, because of the invariance under the
interchange zi jkl↔ z¯i jkl and the way this symmetry acts on SVHPLs via reversal of wordsLw(z¯) =
Lw˜(z)+ . . ., only palindromic combinations of weight five SVHPLs need to be considered. Second,
the function F(zi jkl) only appears in our ansatz, eq. (3.7), via the differences:
F(1−1/z)−F(1/z), F(1− z)−F(z), F(1/(1− z))−F(z/(z−1)). (7.4)
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Taking these considerations into account results in an ansatz for F(z) involving only 11 parameters:
F(z) = a1L00000+a2L00100+a3L10001+a4L10101+a5 (L01001+L10010)
+a6 [L00101+L10100+2(L00011+L11000)]+a7 [L11010+L01011+3(L00011+L11000)]
+a8 ζ2L000+a9 ζ2 (L001+L100)+a10 ζ3L00+a11 ζ 22 L0, (7.5)
where each ai ∈ Q is an undetermined rational numerical coefficient, and we have suppressed the
dependence of the SVHPLs on their argument,Lw ≡Lw(z). Writing our ansatz for the constant C
explicitly as
C = a12 ζ5+a13 ζ2 ζ3 , (7.6)
The final step in the bootstrap calculation is to constrain the parameters a1 though a13 using
the information from the high-energy and the collinear limits reviewed in the last two sections.
To use the high-energy limit one needs to consider the analytic continuation of the ansatz for
F(z) given by eq. (7.5) to the physical region of 2→ 2 scattering, before taking the high-energy
limit, s −t. This process requires familiarity with the analytic properties of SVHPLs and is
described in detail in section 5 of ref. [75]. It turns out that the general ansatz of eq. (7.5) gives
rise to multiple logarithmically-enhanced terms, ckLk ranging all the way to k = 5, which is the
maximal power for weight-five polylogarithms. Setting to zero the real part of ck for any k≥ 1, and
similarly the imaginary parts for any k ≥ 2, leads to six constraints on the ai coefficients. This is
then repeated for the three different forward limits, yielding a total of 8 independent linear relations
between ai:
(a1, . . . ,a8) =
(
0,
a10
10
,−a10
10
− a11
48
,
a9
2
− 3a10
20
− a11
12
,
a10
10
+
a11
48
,
7a10
20
,−a10
4
,−3a10
5
)
. (7.7)
Finally, as shown in section 6 of ref. [75], the collinear-limit constraint, namely the fact that
the right hand side of eq. (6.3) is a constant, independent of the colour degrees of freedom of the
non-collinear partons, translates into the requirement that[
F (ρ1234,ρ1432)−F (ρ1243,ρ1342)+2F (ρ1324,ρ1423)
]
p1‖p2
= 0,[
F (ρ1234,ρ1432)+F (ρ1243,ρ1342)
]
p1‖p2
= 8C. (7.8)
This, in turn, implies the following relations between the coefficients ai:
(a1,a7,a8,a11,a12,a13) =
(
0,−a10
4
,0,0,3a2− 3a32 +a4+
9a5
2
− 3a6
2
+
a7
2
,a9
)
. (7.9)
Upon implementing the full set of constraints, the ansätze of eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) reduce to
F(z) = a4 (L10101+2ζ2(L100+L001)) and C = a4(ζ5+2ζ2ζ3) . (7.10)
Thus, both F and C have been uniquely determined by the bootstrap procedure, up to an overall
rational number a4. Since ∆
(3)
n depends linearly on F and C, the form of the three-loop correction
to the dipole formula is fixed completely by symmetries and physical constraints. Comparing the
expressions in eq. (7.10) with the result of ref. [73] (quoted here in eqs. (3.11) and (3.8)), we see
that the latter can be reproduced by setting a4 = 1.
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8. Conclusions
Infrared singularities of massless scattering amplitudes in gauge theories are known in full to
three-loop accuracy [73]. This is the first order in which corrections to the dipole sum occur. For
three coloured partons this is a constant contribution, while for four or more it involves non-trivial
kinematic dependence.
Analysing special kinematic limits has proven very insightful, both as a way to learn about
the QCD dynamics in these limits per se, and as a way to provide input for a bootstrap procedure.
As done in ref. [75] and reviewed here, at three loops the available information was sufficient to
reproduce the result of the diagrammatic computation of the soft anomalous dimension up to a
single overall numerical factor.
In the high-energy limit there has been major progress in computing logarithmically-enhanced
terms in 2→ 2 amplitudes based on an order-by-order solution of the corresponding rapidity evo-
lution equations [21–23]. In particular, at NLL we now know the soft anomalous dimension to all
loop orders, and at NNLL we have an independent computation of both infrared-singular and finite
terms at three loops for the real part of the amplitude. The same methods can be applied to obtain
explicit results at higher orders and infer the iterated structure of amplitudes in this limit.
We saw that understanding the space of functions in which the answer for the soft anomalous
dimension should be written opens the way to use the general constraints from symmetries and
the information from special kinematic limits to construct the answer. With these methods, the
four-loop soft anomalous dimension may be within reach. Furthermore, other physical quantities,
such as the single-emission radiative soft function may be amenable to similar methods. Finally, it
is conceivable that bootstrap techniques could eventually be applied to multi-loop QCD amplitudes
themselves. Of course, this still requires a significant advancement of our understanding of their
properties. Their infrared singularities and special kinematic limits is a good place to start.
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